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PRESENTER NOTES: 
It's my pleasure to introduce the day's discussions about the standard geologic map schema 
(GeMS).  This is a team effort, and we're very fortunate that Evan Thoms (USGS) and Ralph 
Haugerud (USGS) are willing to work with us on this.  They write the main scripts, and Evan 
manages the GeMS Website (https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/info/standards/GeMS/) and the Github 
sites (https://github.com/usgs/gems-tools-pro; https://github.com/usgs/gems-tools-arcmap).  I'll 
give a brief perspective on how standards development can work, using GeMS as the example. 
 
[Slide background: Geologic map of the western United States and surrounding areas, extracted from the “Geologic 
map of North America” (Reed and others, 2005; database from Garrity and Soller, 2009). Image downloaded from the 
National Geologic Map Database (https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Prodesc/proddesc_86688.htm).] 

 
  

https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/info/standards/GeMS/
https://github.com/usgs/gems-tools-pro
https://github.com/usgs/gems-tools-arcmap
https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Prodesc/proddesc_86688.htm
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Summary of AASG-USGS collaboration on 
geologic map database standards

1996 Geologic Data Model Working Group

• formed August, 1996, at the meeting in St. Louis, Missouri.  

• Released a database design (“v.4.3”) in 1999.

 

 
PRESENTER NOTES: 
The long road to GeMS began in 1996, with a meeting in St. Louis, Missouri, where a half-
dozen National Geologic Map Database (NGMDB) Working Groups were formed.  This one, the 
Data Model Working Group (https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/archive/datamodelWG.html), had two 
members with us today -- Ralph Haugerud (USGS) and Randy Schumann (USGS).  They 
released a conceptual data model design in 1999 (Johnson, B.R., and others, Digital geologic 
map data model, version 4.3, unpublished AASG-USGS working document dated September 
27, 1999, 69 p.; https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/www-nadm/prd/Model43a.pdf). 
 
  

https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/archive/datamodelWG.html
https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/www-nadm/prd/Model43a.pdf
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1998 North American Data Model Steering Committee  

• Published the "NADM" multi-map, enterprise-level 
design in 2004.

 

 
PRESENTER NOTES: 
By that time (1999), in part through the Association of American State Geologists (AASG) / 
USGS Digital Mapping Techniques Workshops (DMT; https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Info/dmt/), we 
had begun working with Canadian geologists, and formed the North American Data Model 
Steering Committee (NADM; https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/www-nadm/).  The NADM design, 
published in 2004, was an evolution of the data model ver. 4.3, in the last slide.  It was 
envisioned as a very complete, robust design that would serve many analytical needs, at the 
enterprise level (North American Geologic Map Data Model Steering Committee, 2004, NADM 
Conceptual Model 1.0—A conceptual model for geologic map information: U.S. Geological 
Survey Open-File Report 2004-1334, 58 p.; https://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2004/1334.  Also published 
as Geological Survey of Canada Open File 4737, 1 CD-ROM). 
  

https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Info/dmt/
https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/www-nadm/
https://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2004/1334
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• 2004-2008 -- hiatus in development.

• 2008 – NCGMP requested development of a single-map database design.  
That design (NCGMP09) was presented at DMT'09, and published.

 

 
PRESENTER NOTES: 
However, the NADM Conceptual Model 1.0 was judged to be too complex for implementation by 
the Nation’s geological surveys at that time, and so I phased us out of this work, although 
continuing to fund some involvement in the GeoSciML activity (https://geosciml.org/), which was 
informed by the NADM design. 
In 2008, Peter Lyttle (USGS), the National Cooperative Geologic Mapping Program (NCGMP) 
Coordinator, asked us to design a data schema that would at least address the needs of authors 
of individual geologic maps.  Ralph Haugerud (USGS), Evan Thoms (USGS), Steve Richard 
(Arizona Geological Survey), and I developed this, presented it at DMT'09, and published it 
(USGS National Cooperative Geologic Mapping Program [NCGMP], 2010, NCGMP09—Draft 
standard format for digital publication of geologic maps, version 1.1, in Soller, D.R., ed., Digital 
Mapping Techniques ’09—Workshop Proceedings: U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 
2010–1335, p. 93–146, 4 appendixes;  
https://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2010/1335/pdf/usgs_of2010-1335_NCGMP09.pdf). 
  

https://geosciml.org/
https://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2010/1335/pdf/usgs_of2010-1335_NCGMP09.pdf
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• 2013 – based on discussions at DMT'13, a 
Progress Report on NCGMP09 implementation 
was released.

 

 
PRESENTER NOTES: 
There then ensued a period of evaluation by the DMT community.  Four years later, at DMT in 
2013, we had a long discussion about it, and compiled this Progress Report (Progress report on 
the evaluation and implementation of NCGMP09, submitted to the USGS and AASG September 
25, 2013, 14 p.; 
https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Info/standards/GeMS/docs/NCGMP09_ProgressReport_Sept2013.pdf).   
I recommend reading it, as it remains quite relevant. 
 
  

https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Info/standards/GeMS/docs/NCGMP09_ProgressReport_Sept2013.pdf
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• 2014-2016 – revisions to NCGMP09 were systematically debated 
among a large group of AASG and USGS staff.

• 2017 – Version 2 (renamed “GeMS”) provisionally released.

•  ar   2 1  –  pdate 
to  e   version 2 
posted to  eb site

 

 

PRESENTER NOTES: 
Following that, we went through a 4-year period of review, re-evaluation, and updates to 
NCGMP09, renaming it GeMS and posting it to the website for use while awaiting publication 
(Soller, D.R., and Haugerud, R.A., Recommendations for State and federal compliance with 
NCGMP’s standard “Geologic Map Schema” [GeMS] for geologic map databases, with 
contributions from, and approval by, the NGMDB Technical Advisory Working Group, 
unpublished draft document dated April 5, 2019, 6 p.; 
https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Info/standards/GeMS/docs/GeMSv2_draft7g_ProvisionalRelease.pdf). 
 
  

https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Info/standards/GeMS/docs/GeMSv2_draft7g_ProvisionalRelease.pdf
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• 2 1  2 19 –       eer and editorial 
revie s

• 2 2  –   blis ed as a       e  ni  es and 
 et ods   apter

•   is s  ema  ill be  ormally proposed as 
t e       tandard  or geologi  map 
databases.

 

 

PRESENTER NOTES: 
That process was completed just last Fall. 
U.S. Geological Survey National Cooperative Geologic Mapping Program, 2020, GeMS 
(Geologic Map Schema)—A standard format for the digital publication of geologic maps: U.S. 
Geological Survey Techniques and Methods, Book 11, Chap. B10, 74 p.; 
https://doi.org/10.3133/tm11B10, https://pubs.usgs.gov/tm/11b10/tm11b10.pdf. 
 
  

https://doi.org/10.3133/tm11B10
https://pubs.usgs.gov/tm/11b10/tm11b10.pdf
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• Early 2021 – released GeMS compliance-checking tools and checklist for submittal

 

 

PRESENTER NOTES: 
To support this standard, we've been working on compliance-checking tools (which you've seen 
at previous DMTs), and various things that are needed so we can keep track of the information 
as it is reposited, and then searched for and downloaded for use 
(https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Info/standards/GeMS/). 
 
  

https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Info/standards/GeMS/
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•  arly 2 21 – released  e    omplian e   e  ing tools and   e  list  or s bmittal

 

 

PRESENTER NOTES: 
For example, this compliance checklist and transmittal letter which, along with the tools, were 
released in January of this year. 
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2021 – Compliance workflow under development

This workflow will involve your agency, NCGMP, and the NGMDB.  

“Administrative” and s ien e  ontent  ill be  olle ted and  sed 
 or  ile management in t e N   B’s  r sted  igital Repository 
(TDR), and for search and spatial analysis (e.g., show all maps that 
in l de “___” in t e    ).

 

 

PRESENTER NOTES: 
We're now reasoning out what the workflow needs to be, for repositing, search, and use. 
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Ne t   o  best to e plain  e   to o r end  sers 

 .g.  t torials   ontin ing  d  ation  redit  o rses prepared in 
 ooperation  it  A    presentations to A     A     et .

  ggestions  el ome 

 

 

PRESENTER NOTES: 
Regarding how best to explain GeMS to our end users, your suggestions are welcome 
(gems@usgs.gov). 
 
 

 

*END OF PRESENTATION* 
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